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This institution, known at present as ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
was established October 17, 1831, by the Right Rev. Edward D.
Fenwick, D.D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of
the "Atlu1t(JJum." In the year 1840 it was. transft::rred, by the
Most Reverend Archbishop J. B. Purcell, D.D., to the Fathers
of the Society of Jesus, who have conducted it ever since under
the title first mentioned. It was incorporated by the General
Assembly of the Stale in 1842. In 1869 an act was rassed which
secures to the institution a perpetual charter and all the privi-
leges usually granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrine and Evidences
of the Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Compo-
sition, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book-keeping, Actual Business, Commercial Law, the Latin,
Greek, English, German and French languages. The College is
providt::d with suitable Philosophical Apparatus, and possesses a
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological specimens.
In the department of Chemistry extensive improvements have
been made, both in point of a large stock of apparatus, and of
excellent facilities for work. The new Laboratory is supplied
with every requisite appliance. Each of the forty desks is fitted
with drawers and lockers, separate drainage and water supply,
and g-as for both heating and illuminating purposes. This
Laboratory is used by students in Qualitative Analysis and
General Chemistry; a Laboratory Course in the latter being
required in addition to the regular lecture and daily repetition.
The Library numbers about 16,000 volumes. There are




The Academic Year consists of one session, beginning all the
first Monday of Septemher and ending on or about June the 21St,
when the Annual COlllmencement, the Conferring of Degrees and
the Distribution of Premiunls take place.
The session is divided into two terms-the first ending on the
first of January and the second on or about June the 21St. A
thorough examination of all the classes is made at the close of the
second term. There are fonr competitions during the course of
the year-the first in October, the second in December, the third
in February and the fourth toward the end of April. The first,
second and third competitions are followed by distribution of
premiums. The places or degrees of merit obtained by the
students in the different classes are publicly proclaimed, and
honors are awarded to such as have been most distinguished for
good conduct, diligence and proficiency.
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A.B.
is conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A.M. can be
obtained by devoting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the institution, or two years to a learned profession. Students
of the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate on
completion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally
acquainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce
proper testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes from
another College, he will be required to present a certificate of
good standing in the institution which he has left.
Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inform them of the conduct and improvement of
their sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Parents are
regularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons. In case
of absence, a note assigning a sufficient reason must be brought
to the Prefect of Discipline.
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In order that the lessons may be prepared with proper
assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons studying
at home for two or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdrawn front the institution, due notice should be
given to the President:
The College is open every morning at half-past seven 0' clock.
Those who come before the time of class proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private stttdy. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight 0' clock I
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
the regular exercises of class COl11mence, closing at three 0' clock.
:For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential poin ts
renders the offender liable to effective correction, and even to
dismissal, if it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
None. are received as boarders in the College.
Terms+
As the institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent
for its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60. 00.
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for t11e use
of the apparatus, pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5. 0 0.
Certificates for the completion of the Commercial ·Course,
$5.0 0. A charge of $2.00 a quarter is made for the Use of type-
writers.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in
advance. The account for tuition dates from the day of the
student's entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save
in case of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is divided
iuto quarters, beginning respectively about the 1st of September,
the 15th of November, the 1st of February and the 15th of April.
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Courses of Instruction.
I Ther~ are two Courses of Instruction, the Classical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose, the Ancient
Classics hold the first place as the most efficient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the Course
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy.
Astronomy and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found, by long experience, that this is the
only Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct
taste, teaches the student how to tlse all his powers to the best
advantage, and prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether
professional or commercial.




The object bf this class is to form the mind to habits of
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of mental'and
moral philosophy.
EVID:E:NCI1;S OF RItLIGION-Wiltl1er's Hand Book. Lectures
in Explanation.
LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's Summa Philosophica.
For reference: Hill, Stonyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.




ehce: Hill, Russo, Poland, Stonyhurst Series, Liberatore's
Political Economy.
MATHEMATIcS-Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTRONOMY-Yaung's Elements of Astronomy.
SCIENcE-Special course, two hours a week.
LITERA'fuRE-8pecial course, two hours a week.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
CIRCLES AND SPECIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
The object of this class is the study of Oratory and Histor-
ical Composition.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
\Vilmer's Hand Book. Lectnres in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
lIfodels-Ist Term: Cicero-Pro Lege Mani1ia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero-One of the' following orations:
In Catilinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
Tadtus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
P7'actice-Latin 'I'hemes; Original Compositions; Imitations
of Models; Off-hand translation of Latin into
English, and of English into Latin.
GREEK.
lIfodels-Ist Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Phillipics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: St. Cbrysostom-Eutropius; and one of
l he following plays: Sophoc1es-CEdipns Tyrannus
or Antigone; or JEschylus-Promotheus Bound; or
a speech of Demosthenes or ChtysostOl11.
Practice-'themes: Imitations; Anthology for reference.
ENGI.,rSH.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratorical Composition; History. For
reference: Quintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Litt'Yatllrc-Jenkins' Mannal-Orators and Historians.
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Models-The best specimens of British and American Ora-
tors and Historians.
Practz'ce-Imitations. Original Compositions - Oratorical,
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models.
MA'l'HEMATICS ..
1St Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Equations
of First Degree to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Constitution and Government of the United
States.




The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special manner
of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly by
the study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF REI,IGION.
Wilmer's Hand Book. Lectures in Explanations.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-Yenlli-Prosody repeated and finished.
Models-1st Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets.
2nd Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-




Precepts-Yenni-Prosody. An thology for reference.
lIfodels-rst Term: Homer's Iliad.




Precepts-20ppens' Practical Introduction - Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and Dramatic;
Beauty; Sublimity; Taste; Novels; Essays.
Kleutgen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literatute-Jenkins' Manual-Poets, Novelists, Essayists.
Models-Specimens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-Imi tations. Original exercises in Poetry and
Essay-writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MA'l'HEMATICS.
rst Term: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition; Narration, Description, Dialogue, Letter-
writing. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
CHRISTIAN DOC'l'RINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
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LANGUAG:B:S.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Syntax repeated with aU notes,
etc. Prosody begun.




Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
PracHce-Themes on Syntaxaud in imitation of Anthors:
Verse.making: Off·hand translation.
GREEK.
Precepts-rst Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax repeated
with all notes, etc. Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
Models-1st Term: Palcephatus; Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenophon; Old and New Testament.
Pntctice--Themes on Syntax and Authors.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical In troduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
J//odds-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in Prose
and Verse.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises in Minor Species of
Composition.
MATH:B:M1\Trcs.
1st Term: Wentworth's Geometry, three books.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACC:B:SSORy BRANCHES.
HIS'rORv-Aucient, Fredet.





Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
department aims at imparting such an education as is usually
given by the High Schools and Academies. It comprises three
classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to complete the study of Gral11111ar
and to perfect the student in the simple for111s of composition
begun iu the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Yellni's Syntax, from Moods and Tenses
to the end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated with notes
entire and frequent drill.
111odels-Ist Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: Cresar.
Practice-Original Themes on Syntax and Authors.
GREEK.
PreceptS-1st Term: Yenni - Matter of preceding year
repeated, addiug exceptions; contract nouns and
verbs, verbs in IU, etc., to Syntax, excluded.
2nd Term: Yenni-Repetition of more difficult parts
of Etymology; Syntax without notes.
l/1odels-JEsop, Hieroc1es, Lucian.
Practice-Easy exercises in formatioll of verbs, etc.
ENGLISH.
Precepts--Coppens' Practical Introduction - Elements of
Composition; 'Words, Sentences, Punctuation; Fig-
ures; Epistolary Composition.
l/fodds-Selection illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises.
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MA'l'HEMA'l'ICS.
1St Term:' Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions
included.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, fro111 Fractions
to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HIS'l'ORy-Fredet's Modern.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
.. ., Er,OCU'l'ION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readi-
ness in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facility
of expression, by means of translation and the simpler forms of
Composition. Greek is begun in the second term.
CHRIS'l'IAN DOCTRINE.




Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition froUl list of Prefects
and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and Tenses,
without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, with
notes and exceptions.
lIfodels-Ist Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy Themes. Constant drill on Eng-
lish and Latin form of Verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
GREEK.
(Begun at the opening of the second term.)
Precepts-Yeflni's Grammar, as far as Regular Verbs in-
cluded, omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
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Practice-Collstall t drill on N OUllS, Adjectives, and Regular
Verbs. Easy themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentencef'.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects; with special attentiO!l to
arrangement of words and amplification of sen-
tences. Easy compositions. Daily exercises in
Reading and Spelling fro111 the text-books used in
class.
ARITHMETIC.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Disconnt to
Ra tio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end. Wentworth's Complete
Algebra.-Elel11entary Treatise.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modem-From begiuning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher - SOl1th and
Central America and Europe.
ELOCU'fION-Olle hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is beg-nIl. The object of
this class is, by constant and thorongh drill, to familinrize the
stndent with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English,
and to begin their application in short and easy themes and
compositions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.




Prcapts-Ist Term: Ye11l1i-1'o list of Perfects 81;cl Supines,
omi tting t 1Ie exceptions.
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Practice-Constant drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and R{'gular
Verbs. Easy themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentence~.
J/1"odels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorizeO.
Practice-Exercises on Objects; with special attentiol1 to
arrangement of words and amplification of sen-
tences. Easy compositions. Daily exercises in
Reading and Spelling fro111 the text· books used in
class.
ARITHMI!;'l'IC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end. Wentworth's Complete
Algebra.-Elemelltary Treatise,
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Fredet's Modem-From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher - South and
Central America and Europe.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is begnn. The ohject of
this class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the
student with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English,
and to begin their application ill short and easy themes and
composi tions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINl(.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part 1.
Practical 111structiollS.
LATIN.
PrC(cpts-Ist Term: YenI1i-To list of Perfects at:rl ~~l1pilleS,
omitting the exceptiolls.
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2nd Term: Same matter repeated, including prin-
cipal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier
rules of Syntax.
Models-2nd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy themes. Constant drill on English and Latin
forms of Verbs..
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
SpelNng-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practice.
ARITHl\iE'I'IC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System; Four cases of Percentage.
2nd Term: Percentage, with applications to Discount.
ACC:ESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central America.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
II. THE COMMERCIAL COURSE.
This course offers to those who do not wish to avail them-
selves of a regular classical training, the meal1S of acquiring a.
good English or Commercial education. It embraces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the study
of Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of Com-
position, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious









Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures,Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
Models-Specimens of minor Composition in Prose and
Verse.
Practice-Exercises in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business traU1iac-
tions; Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd Term: Practical Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements,
from Fractions to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.










Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
jJrecepts-Coppens' Introduction-From lJeginlJing to Figures
of Speech.
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Models-Selections illustrative.of precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises, including easIer
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARITHMwrrc.
1St Term: Ray's New Practical-Repeated from Fractions.
Special attention to Business transactions.
2udTerm: Work of the 1st Term continued. Copious
exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Frec1et's Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
GE:OGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa,









Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructio·ns.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises 011 Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading
and Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHME'rrc.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
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ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-United States History, Sadlier.
GnOGRAPHy--Appleton's Standard Higher - South and
Central America, Europe. United States reviewed
in studying History.
BOOK-KEEPING.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part r.
Practical Instrnctions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology and Analysis of Sen-
tences.
,lfode!s-Selections pointed ant or dictated by the Professor..
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions..
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in
class. Daily Practice.
Spelling-Reecl's Word Lessons, and other books used in
class.
ARITHMETIC.
1 st Term: Ray' s New Practical-Cornman and Decimal
Fractions; Metric System; FOllr Cases of Percentage, Fractions
i nc1 ttded.
2nd Term: Percentage, with applications to Discount.
Copious exercises from other authors.
ACCESSOR Y BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGR4PHv-Appleton's Standard Higher-From begin-
ning to Central America.
EI,OCUTION-One hour fl week.
PENMANsIIIP-Daily Practice.
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PREPARATORY CLASS.
.. The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of grammar, chiefly by class drill; to
form them t9 habits of attention and application, and thus pre-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are; 1st. The applicant
must know how to read, write and spell creditably. 2nd. He
shOllld kl?OW Arithmetic as far as Long DivisiOll included.
. CHRIS'tIAN DOC'tRINE.
Deharbe's Small Catechism, daily.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
1I1odels-From Reader and other sources.
Practice-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary Les-
.sons, Part I.
Spellz'ng-Reed's Word Lessons. Exercises also from
Reader, History, and other text-books.
Reading-Excelsior Fourth Reader.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division to Common and Deci-








. (Philosophy, Rhetoric, Poetry.)
.'
VOCAL CULTURE AND GESTURE-DRILL-The whole field of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
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SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Commercial.)
VOCAL CUL'I'URE-Repetition of WOl-k of preceding years;
Puwer, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
GnSTURE-DRILL-More difficult positions; Complex gest-
ures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert drill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
passions.
THIRD CLASS.
(First Academic and Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences;
Qualities of Voice.
GnSTURE-DRILI,-Combinations of Simple gestures and
movemen ts; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Academic and Third Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURn-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pronunciation; Concert-drill.
GESTURE-DRII,L-Position and Movelllent; Varieties of
simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Relldi tion of easy selections.
FIF'I'H CLASS.
(Third Academic and Fourth Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Breathing exercises; Articulation; Pro-
nunciation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drill.
GnSTURE-DRILL-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH. GERMAN AND SPANISH.
The study of French, German or Spanish is optional in either
course. Instruction in these languages is given without extra
charge.
81'. XA VmR COLLEGE.
Post-Graduate Course.
At the earnest and repeated request of many former stu-
dents, a Post-Graduate Course of Philosophy and Literature was
begun in this College, in November, r896.
The primary object of the course is to enable our own
graduates to continue their' philosophical and literary studies.
Attendance is not restricted to those who have received the
Bachelor's degree or who are candidates for higher honors: any
gentIeman will be admitted who can give sa tisfactory proofs of
ability to follow the lectures with interest and profit.
The full course will be completecl in three years; but the
Faculty hopes to make such arrangements that, anyone who
wishes to pursue a particular study for a longer time, may find
ample opportunities.
The usual degrees will be conferred, but only on the strictest
conditions. Regular attendance, a written or oral examination,
and an original thesis will be required in every case. No hon-
orary degrees in' Philosophy or Science will be given. However,
a certificate will be granted, at the end of the three years, to
gentlemen who have been regular in attendance and who have
submitted a thesis, but have not made the full preliminary
studies of the regular college course.
Regular attendance at the lectures in at least one of the
principal courses is expected even from those who are not
candidates for degrees.
Evenings are set apart for' 'scholastic circles"; aud, from
time to time, there are lectures on special topics, to which men1-'
bers may invite a limited number of friends.
No one will be admitted to any of the regular' lectures
without a ticket signed by the Treasurer.
The regular lectures are given on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 7 p.m., in the new hall which has been especially
fitt(Od up for the purpose.
Tmu1s :--Season tickets for the entire course, $ro.oo;
Diplomas, ,$5.00; Certificates, $5.00. For further information





The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, an11ual
banquets, and the formation of societies for various purposes
under the Association; and to further the welfare of 81. Xavier
College.
The following are eligible to active membership: (a) Regu-
lar Graduates of the Classical Course, and those who have re-
ceived certificates of the Post-Gradqate Course; (6) Adoptive
Alulllni; (c) Ex-Students of the Collegiate Department whose
classes have graduated; (d) Those who have received the cer-
tificate of the Commercial Course and are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
OFFICERS FOR ~903.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.J., Moderator.
EDWARD P. MOUI,INIER, President.
VICTOR 1\1. O'SHAUGHNESSY, Active Vice-President.
ADAM B. 'VILSON, '40's, \
LEWIS A, SEASONGOOD, 'so's, \
DR. WILUAM H. 'VENNING, '60'S, (Honorary
WILUAM B. LI'1"I'I,EFORD, '70 'S, I Vice-Presidents.
REV. MA1'THEW P. O'BRIEN, 'flo's, )
BERNARD C. Fox, '90'S. .
ALlIER'r WESSELMAN, Secretary.
DR. J. HOMER HUSHAR1" Financial Secretary.
JOHN J. SULLIVAN, Treasurer.






N. POI.AND, S.J., Chairman, cx-ollido.
FRIWHRICK It. MACKI'NTEI'F.,
\\TlI,LIA:\1 B. POLAND,
[JR . .J. HOMEH IIUSHART. I.l-o[/io'o:




Atherton, Dr. Andrew J".
Auer, Rev. Otto B.
Babbitt, Edward J.





























*Calmer, Rev. Henry M., S.J.
Carbery I John J..
Cash, Denis F.





































Fette, Dr. George T.
Fischer, Alphollse L.
Fitzgerald, Charles J.
Flynn, Cornelius F. X.
Flynn, Thomas A.
. Flynn, William P.









Gau, Dr. Henry F.
* Decensed.









Grafe, Dr. Ferdinand T.
Gray, William F.





Halpin, Rev. Denis M.
Hart, Dr. Thomas P.
Hartke, Francis







































McCloskey, Rev. James P.
McKenzie, Stephen M.
McMa!J.on, John A..
McMechan, Dr. James C.
McNamara, Dr. John W.
Mangold, Matthew
Mitchell, Lincoltl P.
Moeller, Rev. Bernard F.
Montgomery, William
































Sund, Rev. Joseph F.
Taylor, J. Willard















Van I.ahr, Leo J.
Wehage, Oscar



















Ratterman, Dr. Francis L.
Rechtin, Harry
Reillhardt, Rev. Albert M.





























Shee, Rev. Joseph A.
Those who wish to apply for membership will please COlll-
municate with the Secretary of the Executive COlllmittee,
MR. THOMAS F. MAHER,
3[3 E. Fourth St.. Cincinnati, O.
ST .. XAVIER COLLEGE.
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Grand Hotel, Wednesday, April 22,1903.
2U
·Grace . Rev. Albert A. Dierckes, S.J.
MUSIC.
Address of Welcome. . . Han. Edward P. Moulinier
Alma Mater. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Rev. James A. Moore
Song, "The Sheltering Palm." '" Mr. Anthony B. Dunlap
The Alumni........ . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ., Mr. John A. Deasy
Song. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Alumni Quartette
Optimists , . . Mr. Henry]. Heilker
Song, "Poor WiIlh!.".. . . . . . . .. . , .. Alumni Quartette
NIr. William Peters. Mr. Joseph Nurre.
Mr. John Buddeke. Mr. John Deasy.
Pessimists. , " .. Han. William A. Byrne
Songs and Brief Addresses.
SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.
Organized December 8, 1841.
This Sodality has for its object the promotion of filial love
toward the Mother of God and the practice of virtue and piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,
the other officers are elected by the members.
SENIOR DIVISION.
REV. MICHAEL EICHER. S.].. Director.
First Term. .Second 7erm.
Oliver C. Thomann. . . . . . Prefect. .. . Oliver C. Thomann
Charles H. Schroder .. First Assistant ,Charles H. Schroder
J. Dominic Cloud , Second Assistant... . .J. Dominic Cloud
Ancel C. Minor. . . . . .. , Secretary George T. Geringer
Theodore H. Wenning. , Treasurer. . . . . Rubert M. Chuck
Philip H. Dorger. . .. First Sacristan.. . . . . . . Thomas J. Glenn
George J. Steinkamp. . . . .. Second Sacristan .Francis L. Scott
Hubert H. Gott.... .. First Librarian. John L. Bunker
Howard N. Ragland Second Librarian. . .Thomas J. DOllnelly
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Second Term.
r , Laroy Driscoll
........ John J. McCarty
· Charles 0. Brown
· .Sylvester D. Van Kirk
· Edward A. Drucker
· John M. Wilke
· , ..William J. Creed
Lawrence J. Frohmiller
I Herbert J. Dorger· . .. .,. William Manly'
l... Francis H: Borgmann· . .. .FranCIS A. Nurrer... '" Goswin B. Menge
I . George H. Schomaker
. . Censors. .... ~ CI'ff d J S ., I ... ... I or . avage





J. Leo Cassidy, .. . . .. '1
William L. Reenan. ..
Louis C. Coffin ',' .. ,
George H. Schone .
Robert M. McMechan
Walter S. Schmidt. .
Albert P. Crone .
Joseph A. Murray .
Ed. J. Brearton.. :: .
A"IO,y,sins, H,', BOC,kh,orst , I
R01:>~rt J: Mon.tgomery..,.
Lawrence L. Nagle J
William A. Ryan ,.]
William A. Powd .
Loui's J. Roeslein .. " ,'"
Ed. A. Dowling .
JUNIOR DIVISION.
REV. WILLIAM J. TALBO'l', S.J., Director.
First T,wm. Second Term.
Albert H. Poetker Prefect ' .Denis S. Sanguinette
Walter J. Connolly First Assistant , . Albert H. Poetker
John H. Lamott ' Second Assistant ' John H. I..amoH
George J. Cooney. , Secretary .. .. .Euward D. King
John J. Enright Treasurer ' JamesJ. Grogan
Alexander J. Heilemann.! M·1 I B 1 William B. Hillebrand
d d
· f . .. eua earers ...
E war D. K111g, ..... ' Francis B. Reder
F
Willia:n TM'Sulklivan. } ... ,Sacristans .. Edward 1. Moormann
.ranC1sJ. ac e........ , ..... , .joseph A. Clark
LawSrence H. Sebastiani. I . .. .Librarians Roger H. Sanger
R. tanley Backmeyer.. f Vincent L. Gallagher
Alo):sius M. Gerhardsteinl ,Lawrel,lce H. Sebastiani
Damel C. Morgenthaler. . .. ' .. Francis J. Macke
Fra~cis B. Red~r I Consultors., .. i· ,oR. Stanley Backl1leyer
DelliS S. Sanglllnette. , . l ..... ,Charles T. DeHore
Joseph A. Verkamp .. "1 I Walter J. Connolly
Will.iam Hellkamp, . .. . I '.G~niah W. ~,ovalt
Gelllah Covalt... ' .. Helman H. lapke
d
.Herbert J. Gerhardstein
E ward r. Moormann " I I Raymond G. Babbitt
James J. Grogan I WlI1. P. O:Shaughnessy
Joseph A. Clark .... ' .... } .... ,Promoters. ).... Damel N. Steible
Herman H. Tapke..... I \ ...Syl;ester. L. Hartlaub
Sylvester L. Hartlaub.. ' ran~ls L. Spieker
. . . .GeOlge J. Cooney
Wtlltam B. HIllebrand I \ )<?lm W. Malloy
Roger H. Sanger, ' , , " .WIlIlanl M. Hussey






The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship by an accurate observance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies, as also to afford Catholic students,
distinguished for excellent deportment, the honor of serving ill
the sanctuary.
WILLIAM T. NASH, S.J., President.
Francis A. Gauche.... Vice·President
Goswin B Menge........... . ' Recording Secretary
Gerard C. Kent. . . . . . . , . . . . Corresponding Secretary
Philip H. Dorger ' .. . ,... . 'treasurer
Louis M. Bergheger




Was organized under the present name in I84I. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloquence, history and general literature. The
members assemble in their hall every week for debates or for
the discussion of carefully prepared essays on disputed points of
history.
JOHN P. McNICHOLS, S.J., President.
First Term. Secowl Term.
J. Dominic Cloud. . .. , Vice-President. . . .. . Charles H. Schroder
Charles H. Schroder. . Recording Secretary G. Louis Coffin
Francis J. Walsh .. , Corresponding Secretary John ]. Bunker
Oliver C. Thonianl1, . ' Treasm-er ,'. Oliver C. Thoman n
William A. Ryan...,l { .Philip H. Dorger, l Committee ' , ,
Arthur C. Merk , \ on Debate ' ,' Albert W. I.,iebold
Francis A. Gauche. , , ,Walter S. Schmidt
Goswin B. Menge, , } {, , Joseph D. O'Meara
James J. Farrell ... . .. . ... , Censors . . . . . . Thomas J. Glenn
PROGRAMME-SESSION Ig02-Igll3.
At the preliminary meeting of the Philopedian Society, held
September IS, 1902, it was decided to entrust to the COllll1littee
on Debates the arrangement, for the Session of 1902-1903, of a
series of debates on the living questions of Politics and Economy,
to be varied by the discussion of moot points of Church History.
It was also determined that the debate of each meeting should be





preceded by a declamation and an essay appropriate and intro-
ductory to the subject of discussion, The cOl11mittee submitted
the following list of subjects. The discussion of. these subjects
and the rendition of the appointed declamations and essays con-
stituted the work of the PhitQpedian Society forthe Session of
19°2-190 3.
October 3. i'.:;rhl'! Theory of Socialism."
October.ro. "Government Owuership of Public Commodities."
Oqtqbet 17. " Single Ta:s:. "
Q<;tqbe,r.;24. "The Spanish Inquisition."
Octobe1: 31. "'the Organization of Labor."
November 5 and 12. "Arbitratiotl and Strikes."
November [9. "Boycott and Injunction."
November 28. "The Massacre of St. Bartholomew."
December S. "State Control of Educatiotl."
December 19 and Jannary 9. "},'ublic School Systems."
January 16. "Our Indian Schools."
January 2[ and 30. ,. The Temporal Power of the Popes. "
February 6. " Education in the Philippines."
February [3 and 20. "Elective Conrses of Study."
F~bruary 27. " Inter.Collegiate Games. ,.
Mllrch 6 and t3. "'thomas aBecket aitd his King."
March 20. "Cuban Reciprocity."
March 27. "The Venezuelan Question."
April 3. "The Court of the Hagne."
April I7. "Cotnpttlsory Arbritration and our Lahor Problem."
(Public Debate. )
,. The Gunpowder Plot."
" The Isthmian Caua!.·'
"T~e Ship Subsidy Bill."
"Catholic Federation."
THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY,
The Students' Library. established in 1848. is an indispens-
able aid to the Faculty, in carrying out their programme of
collegiate training and instruction. The necessity of wide and
sympathetic reading in the best authors is obvious, if culture is
to be broad and attainment varied. In particular, the teaching
of literatnre is not by precepts alone, but, in large measure, by
that 'manner of practical instrl1ction, which consists in bringing
the student's mind into intelligent coiltact with the best examples
of literary thought and form.
-- .,ilt
ST. XAVIER COLI.JtGE.
The Library is free to all students of the College whose
standing in their respective classes gives satisfaction. It is well
stocked with select works in their various departments of English
literature and is provided with an elaborate card catalogue, based
on the decimal system of classification.
In connection with the Students' Library, though with a
distinct organization, is the Students' Reading Roo111, the object
of which is, to offer those resorting to it, special opportunities
for reading and study. A numerous collection of works of
reference, and a stock of journals, magazines, etc., representative
of the best periodical literature of the day, are daily at the service
of the members.
HENRY P. MILWt, S.]., Librarian.
Howard N. Ragland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... '!'reasurer
Thomas J. ?lenn .. . 1 r .. .... Al b:r.t B. Grneter
Godfrey Wilde , I •....... Phlhp H. Dorger
Goswin B. Menge. iAssistant Librarians. i Aloysius M. Gerbardstein
Charles H. Schroder .. " I l Dec1an F. Carrol!
CAMERA CLUB.
The members of this Association are encouraged to spend
their leisure hours with pleasure and profit by devoting them to
the study of the theory and practice of photography. They
receive instructions in both branches of the subject, and enjoy
the use of a well-equipped studio. Weekly outings in fair weather
provide facilities for practice in the field.
A",DREW P. GANSS, S.]., President.
John A. Richmond .. . .. 'freasurer
C. Louis Coffin. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Custodian
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THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Was organized October 5, 1868. Its object is, by means of
debates, essays and declamations, to afford its members an op-
portunity of acquiring ease and fluency in the German language.
ANDREW P. GaNSS, S.J., President.
First Term. Sec01td Te1.'11t.
Joseph F. Minning, Vice-Prehident Joseph H. Reverman
John M. Wilke Recording Secretary William H. Brinker
Fraucis X. SiegeL , ..Corresponding Secretary Robert M. McMechan
Martin F.' Enneking , .. Treasurer George J. Steinkamp
Goswin B. Menge ,. ~. { George H. Schone
Comnllttee on .Robert M. McMechan... Debates Herman J. Grote
George J. Steinkamp .. , ' Goswin E. Menge
George'H. Schone } { .. " Joseph F. Minning
G H S h k
Censors. F liC' X S' 1eorge . coma er". . . , " ra IS • lege
Joseph H. Reverman Librarian Louis M. Bergheger
THE ST. XAVIER ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The object of this Association is to encourage and direct out-
door games. Every student is eligible to membership, who attains
a requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
During the month of February,· of the past year, the
Senior Students, in an enthusiastic meeting, called for the pur-
pose, decided upon placing the Athletic Association upon a
firmer basis. To this end a new COllRtitution was drawn up and
accepted, by which the College Athletics are in future to be
entrusted to the direct management of the student body, under
the supervision of the Faculty Director.
It was also then decided to unite the Athletic Association
and the Gymnasium into one organization, thereby affording all
necessary facilities for the systematic physicial training and
development of both Senior and Junior Students.
OFFICERS.
President , , Joseph B. Murphy, S.].
Vice-President. . .. .., , ",. J. Dominic Cloud
Recording Secretary , Walter S. Schmidt
Corresponding Secretary .. , . .. . . . . . . . . Francis A. Gauch~
Treasurer , , ' . . . .. . Howard N. Ragland
Censor , ,John A. Richmond
Gymnasium Director , Vincent A. Fusz, S.].
S'l'. XAVIER COr,I,EGE.
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GREETINGS
FROM 'tHE S'tUDENTS OF S't. XAVIER COLLEGE 'to THEIR REVEREND
FA'tEER REC'rOR,
ALBERT A. DIERCKES; S.].
FEAST OF ST. AX,BERT, NOVEMBER 21, 1902.
I
PROGRAMME.
•1:: Piano DtIO, "Taunhauser,"(Wagner) . '" ., . .
Ad¢tei3s-Selliors '. .. . Charles H. Schroder
"Revel of the J.Jeaves," (Veazie) Jtmior Glee Club
" Pater Nostro Salus!' '-Jul1iors : " Theodore H. Wenning
Vocal Solo, "Lift Up Thy Gates 1" .. ...•• . •.•.• Edward Craeger
Greetings in Verse-Sophomores. . : J " .John S. Bunker
( Walter S. Schmii.t
a-Fishing, (Pa:ks) I ..Senior Glee C11lb
b-Chinese SoldIer, "San Toy," (Edwards) , f
d .. . .. ... {Frederick MackentepeA Wor from the Preps .
. '. . .. Carl Rist
Janice Meredith Waltz, (Gustin)... . College Orchestra
Philopedian Society.
NEWMAN NIGEl', FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 12, 1902.
PROGRAMME.
Overture: Waltz, "Think of Me" College Orchestra
Essay: Retirement and Renown George T. Geringer
Declamation: II The Plague of Locusts".... . . . . . .. . Arthnr C. Mel'k
Essay: Singleness and Success John J. Bunker
Piano Solo Robert M. Chuck
Essay: Refonn and Rome C. Louis Coffin
Declamation: "The Demoniac". . . . Francis A. Gauche
Essay: Literature and Life. " Charles H. Schroder
Solo: "Lead KinGly Light". . . Edward J. Creager
Essay: Efforts and Effects " , Laroy A. Driscoll
Finale; March," Elizabeth".. . . . . .. . College Orchestra
!::it. XAVIER COLL-EOE.
Elocution Contest.
MEMORIAl, HALI" DECEMBER 30, 1902.
PROGRAllf1l1E.
Elizabeth March, (TroUon) College Orchestra
Fifth Section.
"The Bootblack". . .. . 0. • " ••••••• William F. Kelly
"Guilty or Not Guilty o. . ••••••..•••.••..••.. Albert I". Gibson
"How Jimmy Tended the Baby". . , Paul G. Cloud
a)
b)
"Chinese Soldier," (San Toy)... .. I
"Fishing," (Parks) ~ ... . .. .. .. \ Senior Glee Club
FOlwtlz Section.
"The Inslructophone" ..... 0 • •• • •• 0 • • • o. . Clarence R. Reel11elill
"Prior to Miss Belle's Appearance" '" , Rohert P. 'Wa1sh
"The Bald-Headed Man" , . .. . . . . Edward D. King
Piano Solo 0
"Death of Benedict ·Al'1101d" .
"Edinburgh After F10dden"
"The Gladiator" . . . .. .. 0 0 ••
.....Joseph A. Murray
Third Section.
. .. . ..... Charles J. McDevitt
• • 0 •••••••• Walter J. COl1nol1y
........... Geniah W. Covalt
n A Class Episode" ,. .
First Sectio1!.
• ••• 0 ••• Senior Glee Club
"Jaffar"..... o Alvillo J. Zanone
"The Fire Worshippers" .... 0 ••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• 0 •••• Arthur C. l\1erk
"The Maniac". 0 •••••••••••••• 0" • • • 0 0 • 0 •••••••••••• Robert M. Chuck
Skating Ga10p, (Bigge) . o ••••••••••••••••• 0 College Orchestra
REV. JAMES P. MCCI.OSlOW,
DENIS F. CASH,
JUDGES of THE CONTEST:
REV. MICHAEl. ElCH!m. SoJ.,
RICH,\RD CRANE,
JOSEPH B. VHREAMI'.
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programm.
,,6lllM m.cftCllI,oU./I
m: r gum eIt t :-marillt ?trenf, in Icinen 5;)llffnungen getnufd)t, lJerfud)t feincn
crflllgrei~enlJtcbel\bu~lcr, ben ®rafen Wc;terf}olt, ~cr30glid)en IJJHnifterlJlln Dlben,
burg, au ftiirlen. (grfteuil lJcraulit er bem mJcflcr~lllt lein flcineil 6i\9ud)cn, jJra
n3;
bann, nad) Cl\1cm .8citrau11tc ljOtt 3mnn3ig ~nl)ren, bcrnnlafit er ben \l.l\cftcrl)olt (ml\1
cincn alten l.13iUCr) 3UlIi morb feitteil U)m unbefanntcn 6o()ncil, ~ran3 (nun ®rafen
lJon jReucrliurg .6citl \]31nn \oirb etttbccft butd/ ben ittt merftnnbe lietrUlltcn .\loren3
(bcn friigerctt rafen ~rllftc) unb gcrnbe mll allcil filr ben 6d/urfcn ';trcnf (nun
fflub?l\.19) 3u ficgcn Idleint, merbcn @rnf \l.l\cftcrl)1l1t unb fein lnng;t gefttd)tcr 61l1)lt
ljcrcmt.
\]3erfllltcn:
SJer31lg lJlln jJrieillanb , ,..... .., ®ellrg 6d)llltC
. ®raf mJefter91l1t, erfter \JJHnifter , , , , .. , .. , \l.l\il~ell1t mriltfcr
jJralt3, beffen 609n, . , , , .. , ,. . ", ,. ffllllJcrt jffialf9
®raf 6tCjJl)Cln .... ,.,...... ., .. " ,. . , , ,. ®cllrg 6tcinfaln\.1
maron ';trent, mJcfter90ltil jRelienliul)lcr. , . , , , .. ' :;'lofcjJI) Wlinning
®raf 'Ilro;te, @cncralifjimuil , .. , .. , , " . .,..... globcd mcmlcd)an
maron l.13ajJc, mcrft. .. . ,., , , ', :;'lol)ann >romc
S';)clLcr, ';trenfil mertrautcr , . , . , , .. , .. , , , , . . , . , %ran36icgel
an ..r, { .. , .. "" .. ' ....•• ".",' .%l)eobor Wcnning
=a"'len" .. ,."., ,.' .... ' , . . . . .. . ,...... ®eorg 6cl)omafcr
) ., , , ,,',.,.. .\!ub\1,1ig mcrgl)cger
merld/loorcne. , , .' I , , ,.,. ., ,."., jJrana6icgcl
..... , . , . . . .. . ,., IlUIl\)fhlil @crl)arbftein
6d)ttittcr .... , . . . . . .. .,. 5 ,., , " , ®corg 6d1om~fcr
./ ", ", .. , %l)cobllr \l.l\enntttg
',;Diencr beil ®rafen 6tc\.11}cut , , . .. , . .. . , lQcrmann ®rotc
Ofji3icrc, SJofleutc, I.13Uger u·I·\1)·
1. III n f3u g-6tiinbclaal itn ger30glicl)en \]3alaft 3tt Dlbcnburg.
2. III u f311 g-6cl}lofi lEnlmburg.
3. III u 13u g-Illor~allc bcil 6cl)1llffcS ~ICltcrburg.
4. III u 13tt g-mttrg\1erlic;J 3u 1J1cuerburg.
5. III u f3II g-S';)ctUC bes 6c910ffeil jRcuerbttrg.
IJRufif...,-6tubentetl Orcl)elter.
,,@lilabetl} mlnrld)" " , , .' ,.,... , , %rottuo\1,1
,,\l.l\alblJogel," 1.130!fa W'la3urfa . , . ' , .. , , .. , .. , ,. . meil\~arbt
,,';Sctniee IJJlerebitf}," jl,\!a13er . , , . . .. .. ,.... . .. , , .. ,."., ®uftin
,,6cl)littfc9ul)la9rclt," ®alo\'\J, , ,." .. , .. , " .. " ", ~igge
,,',;Denle an IJJlid)," \l.l\a13cr , , . , , , .. ,. .. ." .lJtcfc
,,%\)rolienne ~Jlebll\oct" , . . . . . .. . .. , , .. ,., lJleibig
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Philopedian Society.
ANNUAL PRIZE DEBATE FOR THE ALUMNI MEDAL,
MEMORIAL HALL,
FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 17, 1903.
PROGRAMME.
au
OvertUl'e, "Stradello," (Flotow)....... . College Orchestra
Introductory Remarks The Chairman, Robert 1\1(. Chuck
Debate.
" Resolveu: That the United States Should Refuse Compulsory














I JCclsion (if / Jcbatc.
Finale, "lVIarch," (Edward Wiltich) .
JUDGES of THE DEBATE:
College Orchestra
MR. EDWARD P. lVIOUI,INIER,
MR. VVII.I,IAM A. BYRNE,
Rlt\'. ·rH()~IAS].
MR. JAMES A. SEBASTBNI,
!\IR. HENRY J. HEII,KW<,
CONNERS, S.J.
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Contest in Elocution and Oratory.
MEMORIAL HAI,L,






"Song of. the Market Place" . . . . .. .. . Francis Nurre
"How Salvator Won" . Edward Dowling
"When de Folks is Gone" George Kelly
"Softly Sleep," (Schultz) .
ORATORY.
Senior Glee Club
General Subject: "The Catholic lYlissiollary of
Our COll1ll1:V'S l-fistory."
"Marquette" , , " .
"The Jesuits" , .
"Merry Men Are We," (Cammer).
"Ollr American Missionary" .
"Spal1ish Missionaries in New Mexico" "
"The Catholic Missionary in the United States"
March, (Mendelssohn) .....
Charles H. Schroder
. .. r~rancis Gauc1l(~
Senior Glee Club
. . . . . . . .. I..,aroy Driscoll
. ..... r~rancis J, Walsh
Oliver C. Th011la11l1
College Orchestra
JUDGES OF l'BE CON'l'ES'l':
JOSEPH T. HOMAN, P. LINCOI,N MITCHELl"
VIC1'OR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY. S'l'EPHEN R. HOI,I,EN.
REV, JOHN J. DRISCor,L, SJ.







A COMFWY PRESENTB;D BY STUDENTS OF ST. XAVIE:R COLI.EOE,
MEMORIAl. HAI.I., WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 14, 1903.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Efn'l of Leicester. . . . . , . , . .. . . .. . .. , Oliver C. 'rhomann
Gaston Carew, the Master Player. . . . . . .. John A. Richmond
Jeremy Carew, his SOl1 '.. , . . . . .. .. . Clarence B. ReemeJin
Simon AttwoQ{l, a Tanner. . . .. . , . ' , .. , Laray A. Driscoll
Nicholas Attwood, "Master Skylark" .. . .. Alphonse B. Nurre
Barnaby Attwood, his Brother , .. , Robert P. Walsh
Nathaniel Gyles, a Music Master .. ". . John J. McCarty
Gaffer I-lodge, a Blacksmith Aloysius F. Renneker
Gregory Goole .. ' I Servants to J Arthur C. Medt
Stephen Smudge, l Gaston Carew, ( ,Francis J. Walsh
M.at.thew Bramble '1 r." Walter J. C~nnolly
Of the .KIt Cantwell. . .. ' ' l Charles J. Crowley
r Lord Admiral's iRobin Getley J R.o.bert.I11. C.huck
bl Company,Peter Pe Jles .,. .' l ..... WIlham H. BrInker
Host of the Blue Boar Inn . . . .. William J. Sweeney
J .. Francis J. kennedy
Tapsters , .... ,... I .. ' ., '" Leo G. Sander
Apprentice to Hodge. . Joseph D. O'Meara
A Messenger ' , , WilHam H. Brinker
Courtiers, Court Jesters, Yeomen of the Guard, Rabble.
PI.ACE: England. TIME: Reign of Elizabeth.
SYNOPSIS OF ACTS.
Interior of Sitnol1 Attwood's House, near the Stratford Highway.
Room in the Blue Boar Inn, St. Albans.
SCENE I-Interior of a Smithy, near St. Albans.
SCENE 2-Fort'st-roac1 beyond St. Albans.
Gaston Carew's Lodgings, I.ondon.








SELEc'r ORCHESTRA UNDHR THE DIRECTION OF PROF. ADAM PROPHETER.
I. Overture, "MississiVpi Bubble".. '........ ,Hailles
2. March, "Blaze Away". . I-IolzlItall
3. Waltz," Danube ·Waves'·., . . . . . !llallV1'z'ci
4. March, "Hot Wave". ".... l!Veile1"
5. Waltz, "When Knighthood was in Flower".. . . ..... Gllstin
6. March,"Fair Harvard". .. . .. ' IVlteatlcy
VOCAL Nl'lIfflRRS.
"Mother," (Adapted from"May Be") .. ,
"A 'Vinter Lullaby".
"A I.,itUe Boy in Blue", '
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Register of Students.
Adam, Ray H Second Academic.
Arata, Joseph S Second Academic.
Anll, Edward A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First Academic.
Ann,. George J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Fourth Commercial.
Averdick, Robert. E Second Academic.
nabbitt, Raymond G , Second Academic.
Bachmeyer, Robert S . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Academic.
Baden, Charles E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. First Academic.
Barker, Joseph M Third Academic.
Bartoll, James F .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Humanities.
Beck, Paul L Third Academic.
BenlJinghaus, George H Second Academic.
Berding, Bernard H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Commercial.
Bergheger, Joseph F... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1'hird Academic.
Bergheger, Louis M........ .. .Humanities.
Bloss, Lawrence C. . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Commercial.
Bockhorst, Aloysius H :.. .. . . .. . . . . .Humanities.
Bolte, John R.. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. Second Academic.
Borgmann, Francis H Second Commercial.
Bouscaren, Pierre B... Second Academic.
Boylson, Edward... . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. Third Commercial.
Brearton, Edward J Humanities.
Bridwell, Charles 0 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . Humanities.
Bridwell, Henry M. . . . . . . . . . . . ., Third Academic.
Brinker, William H ; First Academic.
Brown, George J. . . . .. .Third Commercial.
BroWll , Martin J , Third Academic.
Browne, Charles 0 Rhetoric.
Browne, James W.. .. . .. .. Second Academic.
Browne, Nicholas E . . . . .. First Academic.
Browne, William E " .. Second Academic.
Broxterman, Albert J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Commercial.
Bruder, John First Academic.
Bunker, John L , , Poetry.
Burk, Charles E . , Third Academic.
Burk, Charles S , " Second Academic.
Burland, William R . .. , Second Commercial.
Butler, Austin F Third Academic.
Butler, John N , Second Academic.
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Cameron, Thomas A Third Academic.
Carney, Edward Preparatory.
Carroll, Declan F. . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
Carroll, Henry R. . .. .. . . . .. First Academic.
Carroll, Travis C , Rhetoric.
Cassidy, J. I~eo . Philosophy.
Chuck, Robert M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Philosophy.
Clark, James A .. . .. '" First Academic.
Clark, John.. . . . . . . . . . . . Second Acadeulic.
Clark, Joseph A..... . Second Academic.
Cloud, Francis C , Poetry.
Cloud, J. Dominic Philosbphy.
Clond, Panl G , " . Third Academic.
Coffey, Edward............. . First Academic.
Coffey, John F................. ....... . Humanities.
Collin, C. Louis.... . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . Rhetoric.
Collins, Andrew J Third Academic.
Connolly, Walter J.. '" First Academic.
Cooney, George J First Academic.
Corcoran, Henry J .Third Academic.
Cordenbrok, Henry T . . . . . . . . . . . .. . , .Third Commercial.
Covalt, Geniah W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First Academic.
Craven, Joseph P...... .Third Academic.
Creager, Edward J. . .. . . .. . .. First Academic.
Creed, William J .' Humanities.
Crone, Albert P.. . . . . . . . .. Humanities.
Crowe, E. Milton............. .First Academic.
Crowley, Charles J. . . . .. . Poetry.
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Dacey, William A ...
Dale, Daniel J. "
Daly, John W .
Davoran,. William I-I
DeHore, Charles T ...
Dietz, Herbert .
Diskin, James A .
Diskin, John r. .
Donnelly, Thomas J ..
Doppes, Henry C
Dorger, Herbert J. .,
Dorger, Philip H .. ,
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Drucker, Edward A , '" ,
Drury, Edward A .




Eckert, Howard J " , Preparatory.
Eicher, Albert M. .. .. . . .. . Humanities.
Enneking, Ch!Lrles F First Commercial.
Enneking, Eugene. . .. . . . . .. " Preparatory.
Enneking, Martin F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Poetry.
Enneking, Norbert B , , , , , .. Humanities.
Enneking, William F , 1'hird Commercial.
Ennen, Fraucis W.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Third Commercial.
Enright, John J , . . . . . .. ., Second Academic.
Erpenbeck, Charles J. . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
Fanger, John C , , '. Second Academic.
Farrell, Edward C. " .. . . . , , . . . .. . Humanities.
Farrell, James W. . ,... . Rhetoric.
Finn, Martin A. . . . .. .. . ,'... . Third Commercial.
Fischer, Joseph , Fourth Comt1lercial.
Flynn, Arthur... . . . . . .. . Preparatory.
Flynn, John I-I .... . .. " Third Academic.
Forbes, James B. . . .. Secowl Academic.
Foss, Robert B.. .. .. Second Academic.
Fox, Joseph l!;. " Poetry.
Fries, Arthur I-I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fomth Commercial.




















Gallagher, Vincent I".. . .. . .
Gaonou, John F . .
Gardner, Ellis J . .
Gauche, Francis A . .
Geers, Fmncis J .
Gerhardstein, Aloysius M. . .
Gerhardstein, Herbert J .
Geringer, George T . . . .
Geringer, Joseph C .
Gerling, Joseph T .
Gibson, Albert L . . . . . .. ... . ...
Glandorf, Charles E... . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Glassmeyer, Joseph A , "
Glenn, Thomas J. . .
Gatt, Hubert H .
Gott, Willard C .
Greiwe, Alfred J .
Greiwe, William J
Gries, Leo A.....
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Gt1I1I1ing. Thomas P... . .
Halloran, J 01111 N. . . . . " . . . . . .. .... . .. , ,Second Commercia1.
I-lare, Joseph Moo . , , . . . . . First Academic.
Hargy, Francis F. . . . . . .. .. .,. . .. Third Academic.
Hattke, Leo M.. .. .. . , Poetry.
Hartlaub, Sylvester L ; ' Second Academic.
Hassett, James J. . . .. . Third Academic.
Healy, William J . . .. . Humanities.
Heath, John F , Poetry.
Heekin, Herbert.. . . . . . . . .. . Preparatory.
Heekin, Walter. . . . . Third Academic.
Hehman, Edward H . . . . . .. .. Third COllllnercial.
Hehman, Henry G . .. Third Commercial.
Heidkamp, Thomas C. . . . . .. . , , .. Third Academic.
Heilemann, Alexander 13 . . .. ..• . ...•. , •.. First Academic.
Heilemann, Elmer J . " .. Third Academic.
Hellkamp, William... . " First Academic.
Henrich, John C.. . Third Academic.
Hillebrand, William 13. . , Third Commercial.
Hilvert, Frederick G ,.. First Academic.
Hines, John M.,.. . , .. ' First Academic.
Hoban, John A, .. , .. ".. ,.".... . Philosophy.
Hoban, John E, . , ,. . , ,.,.. Philosophy.
Hoban, Nicholas J. . . . . . .. . ' First Academic.
Hogan, Gerald W. , , , , . . . . . . . .. .... . Second Academic.
Holters, John G... Third Academic.
Hornan, I~ot1is J Third Academic.
Husman, Cleveland H . ,Fourth Commercial.





Joesting, William H,.. . .. .., . Third Commercial.
Johnson, Francis J " Second Academic.
Kallmeyer, William F,. . , Second Academic.
Kelly, George C.. .. .. .. .. .. . Humanities.
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Kelly, William F " .. _.. Third Academic.
Kemble, Leo J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Second Academic.
Kennedy, Edward].. . .. .Humanities.
Kennedy, Francis J... .First Academic.
Kennedy, Francis M . . . . . .. Poetry.
Kennedy, Henry J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Kent, Arthur F " '(hird Academic.
Kent, Gerard C ;..... . " Philosophy.
Kent, Walter J ; Poetry.
Kiely, Charles E..................... . Humanities.
Kiley,. Leo J : . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . , Third Academic.
King, Edward D . . . ,Second Academic.
King, John L , . .' ,Third Academic.
Klonne, Eugene H , , " Second Academic.'
Klopp, Ra.lp>h F... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Commercial.
Knagge, Albert A. .Third Academic.
Knagge Francis H '" . . . . . . First COlllmercial.
Kllue, George F.. .. . . . . . . . . . First Academic.
Kock, Joseph N... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .Humanities.
Kotte, George H ' Preparatory.
Krehllbrink, Clement]. . .. . First Academic.
Krehllbrillk, Hubert W Second Academic.
Kromme, Bernard F........ . Third Academic.
Kruthaup, George A... . .. . .. First Commercial.
Kruthaup, Jo.eph B , , . ',' .. , Second Commercial.
KUSllick,. F.'Eugene _. . . , Third Academic.
Kyte, F. Albert , Humanities.
Laage, John I . . . . . . First Academic.
Laihr, Francis A. _ '.. , . . First Academic.
Lamott, John H , . . . .. . ,.. First Academic.
Lampe, John F. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .First Academic.
Leibold, Albert W , . . . . . . . . . ,Poetry.
Leurck, Bernard J..... . . . . . .. . . . .. Third Academic.
Lincoln, John L ' '.. . Preparatory.
Lockhorn, Arthur L , First Commercial.
Lothschuetz, Francis X , , Humanities.
Lotter, Frederick D. . . . . . . . . . .. . , Second Academic.
Ludenski, Francis J.. '. . . Preparatory.
Lutkehaus, Henry L , , First Academic.
McCabe, Ross A Second Academic.
McCarty, John J '" Philosophy.
McCourt, John F , First Academic.
McDevitt, Charles J. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
McDonough, Philip P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fourth Commercial.
McHugh, Robert V.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . First Academic.
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McMechan, Robert M .. . Poetry.
McSorley, Henry A. . . . . . . . Second Academic.
McTigue, William F Second Academic.
Macke, Francis J. . . . Second Academic.
Mackentepe, Frederick F " Preparatory.
Mahan, Thomas J .. . Third Academic.
Malloy, John W.. . . . .. . . .. '" ... '" " Third Academic.
Maloney, Raymond D ... " . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Manley, William J . . . . .. . .. . " Humanities.
Mathes, Robert J . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Third Academic.
Maurer, Robert V. . Second Academic.
Mazza, Anthony J ., Second Academic.
Meiners, Edmund Preparatory.
Menge, Goswin B... . . Philosophy.
Merk, Arthur C. . . . Rhetoric.
Meyer, George. . . . . . . . . . . " Third Academic.
Minning, Joseph F..... .. .. . Poetry.
Minor, Ancel C , . Philosophy.
Minor, G. Russell Third Academic.
Mitchell, John L.. .. Third Academic.
Mitchell, Mark L . Rhetoric.
Montgomery, Robert J. . Second Commercial.
Mooar, Charles H .. . Third Academic.
Moorman, Ambrose . . . . . . .. " Preparatory.
Moormann, Edward C........ . Second Academic.
Moormann, Gregor B Second Academic.
Morgenthaler, Daniel C...... . First Academic.
Morgenthaler, Hemy \V.. . " First Academic.
Mmphy, Joseph " Third Academic.
Murphy, Lawl'ence C.... . Poetry.
Munay, Daniel F... . . . . . . .. .. . Tbird Academic.
Murray, Edwin H Poetry.
Murray, Joseph A Humanities.
Murray, Leo W First Academic.
Murray, Louis A. . . . . . , Third Academic.
Nagel, I~awrence I,... . Second Commercial.
Niehaus, Charles B.. . . . . Second Commercial.
Nieman, George A.. .. . Third Academic.
Nocter, Elmer P , Third Academic.
Nolan, Stephen E .,. . ' Second Academic.
Nllrre, Alphonse B " Second .,,:cademic.
Nurre, Francis A Humamtles.
0' Brien, Aloysius P Third
O'Grady, Francis A , Third
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O'Meara, Joseph D , .
O'Neill, William K..
Orr, Leslie P.... . .
Orr, Louis E ....
O'Shaughne~sy,William P .
Poetry.




Palm, Maximilian J . Second Academic.
Pardieck, Henry J. .. .. Second Academic.
Pitton, Adolph P ., " Preparatory.
Poetker, Albert H, .. , , First Academic.
Pohlmann, Edwin H........... .. Third Academic.
Poland, Lawrence " .. . .. '" Preparatory.
Power, John A 'third Academic.
Power, RaynJond I. . . Third Academic.
Powers, Anthony.. ,....... . . . . . . . . .. Second Academic.
Qllesta, Walter J .. , .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .
Qnil1n, Henry C ' . . . .
Third Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Radina, Louis W. . . . .. .Preparatory.
Ragland, Howard N Rhetoric. .
Rattermal1n, Charles B. . . . . .. First CODlmercial.
Reardon, P'rancis A ... , .. " ... Poetry.
Reder, Francis B. .. . .Second Academic.
Reemelin, Clarence B Second Academic.
Reenall, George '1' , .. Second Academic.
Reellall, James C. . , . . , Humanities.
Reenan, William L., Philosophy.
Rehling, Bernard H . Rhetoric.
Reilly, Arthur J. .. Second Academic.
Reinstatler, Chades J , Second Academic.
Renneker, Aloysius F.. Second Academic.
Reverman, Joseph H. . . . . .. .. . Poetry.
Reynolds, Charles E .. . . , First Academic.
Richert, Bruno. . . Third Academic.
Ri'!:hmond, John A ,. Rhetoric.
Rist, John C..... Preparatory.
Rockwell, George H.. Preparatory.
Roesleiu, Louis J . . . . . . Poetry.
Roettger, Clement J. . , . . ' l~ourth Commercial.
Rogers, Fenton E Third Academic.
Rogers, Thomas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Third Academic.
Roth, Charles E ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fourth Commercial.
Rl.lthman, Edward J , Third Academic.
Ryan, G. Hoadly....... . . . .. . , . . . . . First Academic.
Ryan, John]. . . . . , Second Academic.
Ryan, William A ' Rhetoric.
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Sander, Leo G... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . Humanities.
SaiJger, Roger H ' Second Academic.
Sangui nette, Denis S. . . . . . . . . . Second Academic.
Sartor, Edward F....... . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Savage, J. Clifford.. '" Poetry.
Scherer, Edward J , , ,,' Third Acaltemic.
Scheve, Joseph B..... Second Academic.
Schmiedeke, William V........... . . . Third Academic.
Schmidt, Walter S... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Poetry.
Schomaker, George H , '" , Rhetoric.
Schone, George H.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Rhetoric.
Schriever, Arthur J . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Schroder, Charles H. . Philosophy.
Schnch, Arthur W... . . . . . ..•............ , Third Academic.
Schl1maker, George P . Second Academic.
Schnpp, Paul L . First Academic.
Scott, Francis L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rhetoric.
Sebastialli, George J... . . . . . . Poetry.
Sebastialli, Lawrence I-I . Second Academic.
Senberlillg, Francis A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Second Academic.
Sexton, Henry B. . . . . . . . . .. . Humanities.
Shannon, John J , , .. , Preparatory.
Shannon, William L. . . . .. . Humanities.
Siegel, l,'rancis X . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . " Poetry.
Smith, Calmer J.. . .. . Third Academic.
Snyder, Earl ] Preparatory.
Spieker, }'rancis L , . . . . .. . . . ., .. :rhird Academic.
Steible, Daniel N . . .. Second Academic.
Steillkamp, George J. . . ... ,Rhetoric.
Stelteupohl, Joseph B .Second Academic.
Sullivan, William T. . First Academic.
Summers, James C.. . . . Second Commercial.
Sweeney, William J. . . . . . .,. . .. .. . . ' Rhetoric.
Tanner, William J.. .. . Third Academic.
Taphorn, Joh11 II , . . Third Academic.
Tapke, Herman H. .. . . . Second Academic.
Taylor, Gordon E Humanities.
Theis, John N... . . . . . . First Academic.
Theissen, John B . . . . . . . . . First Academic.
Thomull11, Oliver C. . . . . . . . . . . . Philosophy.
Toepfer, Robert. . . .. Third Academic.
'fopllliller, Louis B. . Third Commercial.
Topl1lOeller, George B. . . . Poetry.
TopnlOeller, William J... . .. :fhird Academic.
Tosh, Robert A.. . . . . 'fhinl Academic.
'l'lIke, John B.. . .. ' P'irst Aca<1emic.
TlIke, J-Iouis G. .. . ~ecol1d Academic.
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Uihlein, Julius J.,. , , . , , , , , .. , . . . .. . .. ,.,., First Academic.
Ulmer, Henry J , , ' Third Commercial.
Uptmoor, Joseph A, , , Third Academic.
Vail, Samuel G, . . . .. . . .. . .. . ,......... . ,Preparatory.
Van Kirk, Sylvester D . Rhetoric.
Verkamp, Joseph A ,... . First Academic.
'Vonderhaar, Joseph H , , .. First Academic.
Von Hoene, Richard J , First Academic.
Von Wahlde, J. Clarence , , First Academic.
Voss, Edmund J , Second Academic.
Walsh, Francis J. , , . . . .. . Philosophy.
Walsh, Robert P.... . .. , Second Academic.
Walsh, William R . 'Third Academic.
Walter, August,...... . Third Academic.
Weber, Hemy J ' , . . . .. . . . . .. . Third Commercial.
Wehner, Alphonse W ' .. . . . . . Third Academic.
Wehl1er, Joseph P,...... . .. ,. Second Academic.
Weidlich, Harold 0 ,.................. . .... Third Academic.
Weinkam, Bernard C ' . .. .. . Humanities.
Weinkam, Clarence H................ Third Academic.
Wenning', Theodore H Rhetoric.
Wenstrup, Edwin A , ,Third Academic.
Wenstrup, Francis J , .. ' .. , '., '. Second Commercial.
Wenstrnp, Leo F :., .. ,. . . . . . .. . .. , ,Third Academic.
Wessel, Edward L " .'......... . .. First Academic.
Westerbeck, Daniel C , , , Third Commercial.
Wetterer, Ferdinand J .. , .. , ,.. . Third Commercial.
White, Francis W , , , . , Second Academic.
Wiechehnan, Clement J , ' , First Academic.
Wilde, A. Godfrey , . , Humanities.
Wilke, John M. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Poetry.
Willenborg, Henry J., , , Third Commercial.
Williams, Henry C. .., ' . . .. "., ' Humanities.
Winter, Charles R , .. , Second Academic.
Wullkotte, John W........ .. . .. , Third Academic.
Zanone, Alvino J , Poetry.
SUMMARY:
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Subject Matter in Philosophy for Examination of
Candidates for the Degree of A. B.
FORMAL LOGIC.
GENERAL, IN'tRODUC'tION, DEFINI'fION AND DIVISION OF PHII,OSOPHY.
a) Intellectual perception or idea; division of ideas and terms.
b) Judgment. Divisions of judgments and propositions. Properties
of propositions. Opposition of propositions.
c) Reasoning. Nature of the syllogism, its figures, forms aud modes.
Rules of the simple syllogism. Species of syllogism. Sophisms or falla-
cies. Introduction.
d) Method. Definition and divisiou. Science.
APPLIED LOGIC.
a) Ou truth and falsity. Certainty vindicated against skeptics.
b) The sources of certainty. Experience external al1d illte1'l1al. In-
tellect, Consciousness, Reasoning: Human testimony.
c) Criterion of truth. False criteria. The true criterion to be found
in objective evidence.







On being in general. Analogy of being. Differs from infinite
First principles derived from being.
Essence and existence. Some essences can be known.
Possibility, intrinsic and extrinsic; the ultimate source of each.
Attributes of being, unity, truth, goodness.
Substance and accident; their divisions. Natme, supposit and
person.
./) Principle and cause; divisions of cause; principle of casualty;
principle of sufficient reason .
.Ii) Perfection of being. The finite and infinite; the necessary and
contingent; the eternal and temporal; the changeable and unchangeable.
SPECIAL METAPHYSICS, COSMOLOGY.
a) The origin of the world. False theories refnted. The true theory
of creation. The end or purpose of the world.
b) The nature of bodies; theories compared.
c) The laws of nature. Miracles possible and knowable.
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PSYCHOLOGY.
a) On life in general; three degrees of life: vegetation, sentient, in-
tellectual or rational.
b) Three functions of vegetative life. The vital principle essentially
different from matter and its forces.
e) Animals differ specifically from plants. Animals have instinct, not
intelligence. Evolution criticised.
d) Nature of the human soul; its simplicity and spirituality. Union
of soul and body; one nature ann one person.
e) Origin of the soul hy creation. Its immortality, intrinsic and
extrinsic.
f) On the human will i its object, its freedom. Errors refuted.







The existence of God demonstrated. On atheism and agnosticism.
The essence of God. His infinite perfection, unity. simplicity.
The immutability, immensity, eternity of God.
On the divilleintellect; the divine will. The moral attributes of
On the power of God; the providence of God.
ETHICS.
a) Man's last end.
b) Perfect happiness attainable.
e) Nature of the Human Act.
d) Circumstances affecting the voluntary; ignorance, fear, concupis-
cence, violence.
e) Essence of morality; norm of morality.
f) The moral law; its sanction; its immutability; fundamental prin-
ciples known to all.
g') Rights and duties.
It) Duties to God; external and internal worsllip; acceptance of re-
vealed religion.
i) Duty of man towards himself; right of self-defence.
j) Man's duty towards his fellow mal1; duelling forbidden by the
natural law; lying intrinsically evil.
k) Right to ownership of property; Socialism; Communism.
I) Social state natnral to man; domestic society; unity and indissol-
ubilityof marriage; education of c\lildren.
1It) Origin of civil society; Rousseau's social contract; autlwrity




1. INs'rI'l'U'l'ION OF 'rHE CHURCH.
1. The religion of Christ (a) is destined ,for all nations and all indi-
viduals; (b) will remain unchangeable until the end of time; (c) gives rise,
according to the intention of Christ, to a social organization which is called
the Church. This one, true Church has been founded directly by Christ
Himself.
II. CONS'l'ITUTION OF 'l'HE CHURCH.
I. Christ gave to His Cllluch the triple office of teacher, priest and
pastor, comprised in the twofold power of orders and jurisdiction; and He
intended that the Church with its power and jurisdiction should last until
the end of time.
2. Christ conferred this twofold power not on the faithful in genel'al,
but on the Apostles and on their true successors, the Bishops.
3. Christ designated St. Peter as the supreme head of His Church,
and formally constituted him such. This primacy, which is one of jurisdic-
tion and not merely of honor, will endure forever ill the Bishops of Rome.
III. MARRS of 'I'HE CHURCH.
I. The Church is a visible social organization consisting of a body and
a soul; whence it is easily recognizable as the true Church of Christ.
2. There is but one true Church of Christ,
3. The Marks of the true Church of Christ are found in the Roman
Catholic Church, and in no other Christian denomination.
IV. THE TEACHING OFFICE OF 'l'HE CHURCH.
I. The Church is infallible in the discharge of its office as Leacher of
Christ's doctrine.
2. The Pope and the Bishops exclusively are invested with the
Chnrch's authoritative teaching office.
3. Scripture and tradition are the two sources of the Church's teach-
ing.
4. 1'he Holy Scriptures are the word of God in virtue of divine inspir.
ation. '"
S. There exists in the Church, as different from the Scriptl11'es, a tradi·
tion of divinely revealed doctrines and institutions which possesses penna-
nent binding force.
6. Neither Scripture nor 'rradition is the sole Rnle of Paith,
7. The l1ece~sary attributes of a rule of faith are to he foulu] only in
the teaching office of the Catholic Church.
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CALCULUS.
FIRsr l'ERM.
1. Fnuctions and their classification.
2. Increments and their eqnation.
3. Differentials and Derivatives.
4. Differentiation of :
( a) Algebraic Fnnctions ;
( b ) Logarithmic Functions;
( c) E:x:ponential Functions;
( d) Trigonometric Functions;
(e) Inverse-Trigonometric Ftll1ctions.
5. Equations of Tangeuts and Normals.
6. Successive Differentials and Derivatives.
7. Elemelltal'y principles of the Integral Calculus.
8. General Integrals; Definite Integrals. Applications.
ASTRONOMY.
SECOND 'l'ERM.
I. The Celestial Sphere; Definitions and General Considerations;
Determination of Latitude, Time, Longtitnde and the position of a Heavenly
Body,
2. The Earth: its Dimensions and Forttl; Proof of its Rotation;
Determination of its Dimensions by Geodetic Surveys; Determination of
its Mass and De!lsity.
3. 1'he Earth's Orbital MOtiOll and its Consequences; Precession;
Ahel'ration; the Seasons and the Calendar.
4. The Moon: her Orbital Motion, Distallce and DimensiolJs; Rota-
tion and Librations; Phases; Physical Condition; Slll"face Structure.
5. The Sun: its Distance, Dimensions, Mass and Rotation; Slll"face
Spots; Solar Spectrum; Chromosphere, Prominences and Corona; Mainte-
nance of Solar Heat; Age and Dnration of Sun.
6. Eclipses, Solar and Lunar; Ecliptic Limits and number of Eclipses
ill a Year; the Saros; Occnlations.
7. The Planets in General: their Motions and Orbits; Bode's l,aw.
8. Comets: their Motions and Orbits; Constituent Parts and Appear-
ance; Physical Constitution.
9. Meteors: Aerolites, their 11all and Physical Claracteristics; Shoot-
ing Sta1's; Meteoric Showers; Connection between Meteors and Comets.
10. The Stars: their Nature, Number and Motions; Stellar Parallax;
Variable and Multiple Stars; Clusters and Nebulae.























THE HIGHEST HONORS OF' THE GRADUATING CLASS
WERE ME;RITE;D BY
J. DOMINIC CLOUD.
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Inter-Collegiate.
INTER-COLLEGIATE PRIZES
For the following Colleges under the care of the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus:
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSI1'Y . . .. . ' St. Louis, Mo.
S'r. XAVIER COLLEGE , Cincinnati, O.
S'1". MARY'S COLLEGE , , ,St. Mary's, Kansas.
8'1". IGNA'fIUS COLT,EGE , Chicago, Ill.
DETROIT COLI,EGE.................. . .... ,. Detroit, Mich.
MARQUETTB~ COLI,EGE. . . . . . . . . . , . . . .. . Milwaukee, Wis.
CIUUGH1'ON UNIVERSITy . ' ',' .. , Omaha, Neb.
ENGLISH.
A Purse of $100 was offered by Mr. D. F. l~REMNER, of Chicago,
for the best papers on
" The I1lfluence 0./ Catholic Home Life ./01' t/(e Regeneration
0./ Ame1'1can Society." r---'
The first prize, $75.00, was won by a Student of 1St. Mary's College.
'l'he second prize, $25.00, was won by CHARLES H. SCHRODER, of
St. Xavier College.
LATIN.
The Gold Medal for the best Latin Composition was won hy a
Student of St. Mary's College.
PI,ACES 01" HONOR:
Fifth Place LAWRENCE J. FROHMILT,ER, Sl. Xavier College.
Seventh Place. ,HOWARD N. RAGLAND, St. Xavier College.
Eighth Place., . . . . . .GEORGE STEINKAMP, St. Xavier College.




For the best Catechetical Essay was merited QY
FRANCIS J. WALSH.
Next in Merit:
CHARLES H. SCHRODER. WILLIAM A. DOWD.
J. DOMINIC CLOUD.
Subject: "The Miracles 0/ Christ."
Donor of 1I1edal: Lawrence Poland, Ph.B.
The Gold Medal
For the best Oration was merited by
OLIVER C. THOMANN.
Next in Merit:
FRANCIS A. GAUCHE. I,AROY DRISCOLL.
Subject: "The Catholic lIfissional'Y in Our Country's I-listor)'."
Donor 0/ .Medal: J. Ledyard I.,illcoln, LL·B.
The Gold Medal
For the best Debate was merited by
CHARLHS H. SCHRODER.
:Kext ill Merit:
FRANCIS J. WALSH. FRANCIS A. GAUCI-IIi.
Subject: "Rcso!7'ed t!lat the (luiled Sratl't> slzould refuse Compl/lsol)'
ArlJitratioll as a .,,·ettlclllellt 0/ Labor IJijJiculties."
/hmor 0/ lIfcdal : St. Xavier College Alulllni.
The Gold Medal
For the best Scientific Essay was merited by
WILUAM r~. REENAN.
Next ill Merit:
I,OUIS ROHSLI~IN. ItRANCIS J. WALSH.
I·'RANCIS L. SCOTT.
SlIlliI'd: "'llllki".I,?· jlfac/l illes. "
IhJlloro/ JJIcdat: liT ... Hem}' J. Gosiger.
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Contest in Elocution.
T he Gold Medal,




ROBf!iRl' M. CHUCK, ARTHUR C. MERK.
D01torof lIfedal: Otway]. Cosgrave, LL.B.




EDWARD A. DOWLING, FRANCIS A. NURRE.
Donor of lIfedal: William B. Poland, A.M.





GENIAH W. COVALT, CHARJ..ES ]. MCDEVITT.
Donor of lIfedal: Mr. Paul H. Verkamp.




EDWARD D. KING, CLARENCE R. REEMELIN.
[Jonor of Jlfedal: An Alumnus.
hi tlte Fiftlt Section :-Classe~ of Third Academic, Fotl1'th Commercial and
Preparatory, was won by
PAUl.. G. CI,OUD.
Next in Merit:
ALBERT L. GIBSON, WIf..UAM F. KELIN.





N. B.-'fhe Premiums for First and Second Honors are determined by
the daily recitations and thequarterly competitions of the year. The standard
for the First Honors is 90 per cent., and for the Second Honors, 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the ClaFs
was merited by
HOWARD N. RAGLAND, 98.
First Honors:
Theodore H. Wenning, 97, Francis L. Scott, 94,
Thomas J. Glenn, 96, George J. Steinkamp, 94,
William A. Ryan, 96, Charles O. Browne, 93,
Louis C. Coffin, 95, Bernard Rehling, 93,
Philip H. Dorger, 91.
Second Honors:
George H. Schone, 86, Sylvester D. Van Kirk, 86,
George H. Schomaker, 85.
I"irst: Howard N. Ragland.




B'irst: Howard N. Ragland.




First: Howard N. Ragland.
Next in Merit: George J. Steinkamp,
'fholllas J. Glenn.
ORIGINAI, COIllPOS!'1'ION.
First: Theodore II. Wenuing.
Next ill Merit: Howard N. Ragland,
Charles O. Browne.
PHYSICS.
First; Thomas J. Gleun.
Next in Merit: I,ouis C. Collin,
George J. Steinkamp.
PRECEPTS OF I,nERATURE.
First: Theodore H. Wenning.
Next in Merit: I-Iowanl N. Ragland,
Thomas J. Glenn.
MA 'I'HEMATICS.
First: Howard N. Ragland.
Next iu Merit: William A. Ryan,
Franci~ L. Scott.
CHElIIIS'fRY,
First; Theodore II. Wenning.
Next in Merit: \Villiam A. Ryall,
Howard N. Ragland.
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POETRY CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches ~f the Class
was merited by
WILLIAM A. DOWD, 98.25.
First Honors:
Walter S. Schmidt, 97.5, Robert M. McMechan, 92.5,
John L. Bunker, 94.25, Joseph H. Revermann, 92,
Albert W. Leibold, 93.5, Joseph F. Minning, 91,
Thomas ]. Donnelly, 90.
Second
Frederick I. Droege, 89,
Albert B. Grueter, 89,
Honors:
Frank M. Kennedy, 89,
John M. Wilke, 88.
Class Sta1tdi1~IJ·.
CHRIS1'IAN DOCTRINE.
First: William A. Dowd.





First: William A. Dowd.
Next in Merit: Walter S, Schmidt,
] oseph H. Reverman,
Albert W. Leibold,
Fl'ederick I. Droege.
ORIGINAT. COMPOS J 'l'ION,
First: John L. Bunker.





First: William A. Dowd,





First: William A. Dowd.





First: William A. Dowd,





First: Walter S. Schmidt.





First: William A. Dowd.
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CHEMISTRY.
First: William A. Dowel.
Neli:t in Merit: Walter S. Schmidt,
John M. Wilke,
J. Clifford Savage.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES - DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average ill the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
LAWRENCE J. FROHMILLER, 97.
, Charles E. Kiely, 66,
Edward J. Brearton, 90,
First Honors:
Aloysius H. Bockhorst, go,
William K. O'Neil, 90.
Second Honors;
Edward J. Kennedy, 89, William J. Creed, 88,
Charles O. Bridwell, 85.
I,ATIN.
First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.





First: Lawrence J. Fl'Ohmiller.




First: l,awrence J. Frohmiller.
Next in Merit: Charles E. Kiely,
. Edward J. Brearton,
Joseph N. Kock.
E;NGI,rSH PRECEP'l'S,
First: Charles E. Kiely.




First: William J. Creed.




First: Lawrence J. Frohmiller.




First: I,awrence J. Frohmiller.




First: Lawrence J. Frolnuiller.
Next in Merit: Charleb E. Kiely,
Edward J. Kennedy,
Charles O. Bridwell.
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CLASS 'OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
FRANCIS A. NURRE, 90.
Second Honors:
Albert P. Crone, 89, Joseph A. Murray, 89,
Herbert J, Dorger, 87.
LATIN.
First: Joseph A. Murray.




First: Francis A. Nurre.
Next in Merit: Albert P. Crone,
William Manly.
GREEK.
First: Herbert J. Dorge!".
Next in Merit: Albert P. Crone,
Joseph A. Murray.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: William 1,. Shannon.
Next in Merit.: Francis A. Nurre,
Bernard Weinkam.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Francis A. Nurre.
Next in Merit: Joseph A. Murray,
Herbert J. Dorger.
HISTORY.
First: Joseph A. Murray.
Next in Merit: William Manley,
Albert P. Crone.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Albert P. Crone.









For the Highest Avemge ill the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOHN H. LAMOTT, 98.3.
Pirst HOllors:
Herman J. Grote, 96.5, Clement J. vViechelmall, 90,
Dec1an F. Carroll, 96, Joseph A. Verkamp, g",
George J. Cooney, 95, G. Hoadly Ryan, go,
Aloysius M. Gerhardstein, 92, Edward J. Creager, go,
Nicholas J. Hoban, 92, William H. Brinker, 90.
Second Honors:
James A. Clark, 89, George F. Knue, 1:\9,
Walter J. Connolly, 86.
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LATIN.
First: John H. Lamott.







Fisrt: John H. Lamott.






First: John H. Lamott.






First: John H. Lamott.






First: Walter J. Connolly.






First: James A. Clark.






First: John H. Lamott.







For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
AI.BERT H. POETKER, 94·
First HOllars:
John I,ampe, 93, John Theissen, 90.
Second Honors:
vVilHam Sullivan, 88, Francis Geers, 86,
Alexander Heileman, 85·
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I,ATIN.
First: Albert Poetker.




















First and Equal: Albert Poetker,
John Lampe.









Next in Merit: Henry Lutkehaus,
JOhl1 Lampe,
John Theissen.
SECOND CLASS - DIVISION A.
The Gold Medal




Herbert Gerhardsteiu, 92, Stanley Bachmeyer, 90,
George Benninghaus, 90.
Second Honors:
Francis Seuberling, 89, \Villiam Kallmeyer, 89,
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GREIUC.
First: Herbert Gerhardstein.










































l"or the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
S. DE~NTS SANGUINETTE, 98.75.
First
Charles F. Del-Tore, 97,
Herman H. 'fapke, 96,
Raymond G. Babbitt, 95.5,
Robert P. Walsh, 95,
Daniel N. Steible, 95,
Ellis J. Gardner, 94,
l';dward
Honors:
Charles A. Winter, 93,
Francis J. Macke, 92 ,
John J. Ryan, 91.75,
Joseph A. Clark, 91,
Maximilian Pahn, 90.3,
George P. Schumaker, 90,
C. Sartor, 90.
Second
Clarence B. Reemelin, 09,
Anthony J. Mazza, 87,
Honors:
Eugene H. KJonne, 86.5,
William O'Shaughnessy, 86.
John Bolte,
Premium for 1'romotiol1 :
Francis White,
Frederick Lotter.
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Class Standing.
CHRIS'J'IAN DOCTRINE.
First: Herman H. Tapke.





First :'8. Denis Sanguinette.





First: Daniel N. Steible.





First and Eqnal: Robert P.' Walsh,
S. Denis Sanguinette.




First: S. Denis Sangninette.





First: S. Denis Sanguinette.





First: S. Denis Sangl1inette.
Next in Merit: Robert P. Walsh,
Raymond G. Babbitt,
Charles F. DeB ore,
Ellis J. Gardner.
ARITHMIITIC.
First: S. Denis Sangl1inette.






For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
HENRY M. BRIDWELL, 94.
First Honors:
John W. Malloy, 93, Alphonse W. \Vehner, 91,
Bernard F. Kromme, 62, Joseph P. Cravin, 90 ,
Edward J. Scherer, 90.
Second Honors:
Henry J. Corcoran, 88, Francis F. Hargy, 86,
Daniel F. IVIturay, 87, I"rancis L. Spieker, ~5,





l~irst: Alphonse W. Wehner.







First: John W. Malloy.







First: Henry M. BridwelL







First: Aloysius P. O'Brien.







First: Henry M. Bridwell.







First: John W. Malloy.







First: Hemy M. Bridwell.







First: Joseph P. Cravin.








For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited hy
WILLI:\lV! F. KELLY, 95.
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First Honors:
William V. Schmiedeke, 94, Thol1las J. Mahan 92,
Paul G. Cloud, 92, George A. Nieman, 90.
Second Honors:
Albert B. Knagge, 8g, John L. King, 86,
John Henrich, 86, Edwin A. Wenstrup, 86,
Albert L. Gibson, &5.
LA'I'IN.
First: William F. Kelly.





First: George A. Nieman.




First: William F. Kelly.




First: William F. Kelly.




First: Thomas J. Mahan.




First: William V. Schmiedeke.




First: William V. Schmiedeke.




First: J. Elmer Heilemann.





For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
AR1'HUR F. KEN1', go.
Second Honors:
Arthur W. Schuch, 85.
LATIN.
First: Arthur F. Kent.




First; Arthur F. Kent.
Next in Merit: Arthur W. Schuch,
Joseph M. Barker.
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ENGI,ISH PRhCJ,;PTS.
First: Arthur F. Kent.
Next in Merit: Arthur W. Schuch,
William P. Duffy.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
First: Arthur W. Schuch.
Next in Merit: Arthur F. Kent,
William P. Duffy.
ORIGINAI, COMPOSI'1'lON.
First: Arthul' F. Kent.
Next in Merit: Arthur W. Schuch,
William P. Duffy.
ARITHMETIC.
First: Arthur F. Kent.
Next in Merit: Arthur W. Schuch,
Joseph M. Barker.
READING AND SPEI,T,IN"G.
First: Arthur F. Kent,
















I'reuliul11: LOUIS H. TUKE.
Next in Merit:
Herbert ]. Gerhardstein, Francis B. Reder,
Robert J. Foss, George P, Schumaker,
Henry J. Pardieck, Francis J. Macke,
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COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FIRST CLASS.
Honorary Certificates for the Completion of the Course were
awarded to
Charles F .. Enneking, George A. Kruthaup,
Alphonse Gruber, Arthur L. Lockhorn,
Charles B. Rattermann.
The Gold Medal
First: Bernard H. Berding.
Next in Merit: Hellry J. Inderhees,
Lawrence L. Nagel,
William R. Burland.
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the First Commercial




For the I-lighesbAverage in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
BERNARD H. BERDING, 93.
First HO}10rs:
. Francis J. Wenstrup, 90.
Second Honors:
Jose1l'h B. Kruthaup, 88, Lawrence L. Nagel, 8S.
Class Standillg.
First: Francis J. Wenstrllp.




First: Joseph B. Krulhaup.




First: Francis J. Wenstrup.




First: Bernard H. Herding.




First: l?rancis J. Wenstrup.
Nexl in Meril: Bernard H. Bertling,
Robert J. Montgomery,
Lawrence L. Nagel.
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ARITHMETIC.
Firloit: Lawrence L. Nagel.





r ....or the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
HENRY 1'. CORDENBROK, 96.5.
First Honors:
William B. Hillebrand, 94.5, Daniel Westerbeck, 94,
Walter Questa, 90.
Second HOllors :
Louis Topmiller, 88.5, William Dacey, 87.
ENGLISH PRECEP'rs.
First: Henry T. Cordenbrok.





l"irst: Henry T. Cordenbrok.









First: Henry T. Corc1enbrok.
















First: William B. Hillebrand.
Next in Merit: Hem)' 'r. ('ordenIJl"()k,
Daniel \Vesterheck,
Walter Qnesta.
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FOURTH CLASS.
The Gold Medal











Next ill Merit: Philip McDonough.
COMPOS!1'ION.
First: Philip McDonough.
Next ill Merit; Joseph Fischer.
BIBLE HISTORY.
First: Philip McDonough.
:r-:ext in Merit: Joseph Fischer.
GEOGRAPHY.
First: Philip McDonough.
Next ill Merit: Joseph Fischer.
ARITHMETIC.
First: Philip McDonough.
Next in Merit: Joseph r~ischer.
READING AND SPELLING.
First: Philip McDonough.
Next in Merit: Joseph Fischer.
PENMANSHIP.
First Class.
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John Droege, 96,









Frank J. Ludenski, 91.
Second Honors:
Eugene Enneking, 88, Arthur Flynn, 86,
Louis \V. Radina, 87, Adolph Pitton, 86.
Barl Snyder,87, George H. Rockwell, 85,
Thomas P. GUllning, 85.
Class Standillg.
CHRI8'l'IAN DOCTRINE.
First and Equal: John Carl Rist,
. Frederick Mackentepe.





















ARITHME'l'IC. READING AND SPEI,LING.
First: Frederick Mackentepe. First: John Droege.
Next in Merit: John Carl Rist, Next in Merit: J·'rederick Mackentepe,
Louis \'1\1. Radilla, Herhert Heek-ill,
Frank l,udenski, John Carl Rist,
'rhomas P. Gunning. Adolph Pitton.
OHIGINAI, COI\II'081'I'1O:-I.
First and Eqnal: John Droege,
Frederick l\!ackentepe.















Premium: FRANCIS I,. SCO'l'l'.
Next in Merit:
Herbert J. Dorger, Francis A. Nurre. .
GERMAN.
First Class.





Prelllium: DANIEL N. STEIDI,E.
Next in Merit:
William B. Hillebranrl, Henry J. Lutkehaus,
George J. Cooney.
Third Class.
Premium: EDWARD A. AUI,L.
Next in Merit :
John J. Malloy. Dec1an F. Carroll.
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Excellent Deportment and Dilligence.
The following students were distinguished for excellent de-






















































































































































J4 eibold, Albert W.























































































































Van Kirk, Sylvester D,
Verkamp, Joseph A.
Vonderhaar, Joseph H.































Browne, Charles 0 89
Carroll, Travis C. . 80
Coffin, C. Louis. . . . . . . .. . ... 93
Dorger, Philip H. . . . 91
Glenll, Thomas J . . . . . . 94 .
Ragland, Howard N . . . . . . . . .. 98
Rehling, Bernarel 91
Richmond, John A. . . .. . 75
Ryan, William A. .. . . . . 94
Schomaker, George H " 83
Schone, George H .. " 85
ScoU, Francis L . . . . . . 90
Steinkamp, George J " 87
Sweeney, William J. . 84
Van Kirk, Sylvester ll. . . . . 81
Wenning, Theodore H . . . 96
POETRY CLASS.
Bunker, John 1.(. 94 Leibold, Albert M 87
Donnelly, Thomas J 87 McMechan, Robert M.. . . . . .. 86
Dowel, William A 97 Minning, Joseph F..... . . . . .. 87
Droege, Frederick, 84 Reardon, Frank A.. . .. . 80
Grueter, Albert. . . . .. 87 Rever1118n, Joseph H 80
Kennedy, Frank M... . 89 Schmidt, Walter S 91
Wilke, John M... .. . 87
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
Bockhorst, Aloysius H 91 Kennedy, Edward J. . . . 91
Brearton, Edward J 87 Kiely, Charles E. . 96
Bridwell, Charles 0..... 80 Kock, Joseph N 87
Creed, William J.. . .. .. 93 O'Neil, William 93
Frohmiller, Lawrence J 98 Reenan, James C 86
Williams, Henry C. . .. . ..... 78
Coffey , John .
Crone, Albert P .
Dorger, Herbert J .




88 Manley, William 92
91 Murray, Joseph A. . 93
85 Nurre, Frank A.. . 93
86 Shannon, William L 93
82 \Veinkam, Bemard C. 85
Godfrey 77
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
FIRST CLASS-DIVISION A.
Brinker, William H , 82 Grote, Herman J 92
Carroll, Dec1an Ii'....... . 92 Hilvert, Frederick G. 85
Carroll, Henry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 78 Hoban, Nicholas J ..... " .. 88
Clark, James A 79 KIJtle, George F...... . . . . 85
Connolly, Walter J 75 Laage, John 1. 82
Cooney, George J. . . . . 94 Morgenthaler, Harry W 82
Creager, Edward J 90 Murray, Leo W.. . .. . . . 82
Crowe, Milton E 87 Ryan, G. Hoadly. 84
Daly, John W...... 76 Schupp, Paul r~ 78
Gerhardstein, Aloysius M 85 Verkamp, Joseph G 85
Greiwe, William J...... .. . . 89 Vou Wahlde, Clarence J. 79













Poetker, Albert..... . .












Lampe, John ... ..... . . . . . 96
Lotter, Frederick............ 83
Lutkehaus, Henry. ... 96
SECOND CLASS-DIVISION A.
Bachmeyer, R. Stanley .. 90
Benninghaus, George. . 91
Bouscaren, Pierre . . . . 89
Clark, John . . . .. 90
Diskin, James 77
Dorger, Walter.. . . . . . . . . . 85
Gallagher, Vincent 86
Gerhardstein, Herbert. . . . . 91
Grogan, James... . . . . .. 89
Hogan, Gerald. . . . .. . . 80
Kallmeyer, William.. . . 9.'\
King, Edward. . . .. .... 82
McSorley, Henry. . 84
McTigue, William 79
Moonnann, Gregor.. . 85
Nolan, Stephen.. . . . . 82
Nurre, Alphonse. . 91
.Powers, Anthony.. . 86
Reder, Frank. 89
Reilly, Arthur 80






















































Bridwell, Henry M ..
Corcoran, Henry J .....
Cravin, Joseph P
Dale, Daniel .
Flynn, John H .
Guiney, Edward .
Hargy, Francis .
Kiley, Leo J .
Kromme, Bernard. .. ..












Murray, Daniel F .
Murray, Louis .
O'Brien, Aloysius .

















Clouel, Paul. . . . . . . . . . 96
Davoran, \Villiam 85
Gibson, Albert. . . . 95
Heekin, Walter...... 86
Heilemann, ]. Elmer. . . . 83
Henrich, John. 96
Hussey, William . 79
Kelly, William. 99
King, John....... 88
Knagge, Alhert. . 93






\Venstrup, Edwin. .. 88
Weidlich, Harold.... 75
DIVISION C.
Kent, Arthur F ... • ... HI)






. . . . . . . .. 87
88
Lockhorn, Arthur L .
Ratterman, Charles B .
SECOND CLASS.
Bevding, Bernard H .
Borgman, Francis Ii .
Wenstrup,
97 Inderhees, Henry .
78 Kruthallp, Joseph .




89 Hehman, Henry G. .. . .. . . . . 84
80 Hillebrand, William.. . . .. . ... 91
98 Questa, Walter. . .. 88
75 Topmiller, Louis 81
92 Ulmer, Henry J. .. .. 82
. . . . . . . .. 79 Weber, Henry 76
Westerbeck, Daniel .... .. 84
Bloss, Lawrence C.
Boylson, Edward J
Cordenbrok, Henry T ..
Dacey, William ...
Ennen, Frank .
Finn, .Martin A ....
FOURTH CLASS




Pitton, Adolph... . . . . . 77
Radina, Louis W......... 86
Rist, Carl.. . 96
Rockwell, George H . . . . 90
Snyder, Earl. . . 86









Droege, John I ....
Enneking, Eugene
Flynn, Arthur ...




Ludenski, Frank J .
ST. XAVIER COLU~GE. 83
SIXTY-THIRD ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT.
AT "THE GRAND,"






. ... Select Orchestra
"A PLEA FOR THE HOllIE."
The Home and the Nation ....
The Home and the Family
Waltz-"Nancy Brown" .
The Home and Character-Valedictory.










Finale -"Cosey Corner"..... . . . . .. Select Orchestra
•
OPENING OF FALL TERM t
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1903.


